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Abstract
The temperature of solar cells is an important factor affecting the
photoelectric conversion efficiency of the battery. The
temperature control of the battery is the basic consideration to
build a reasonable photovoltaic building integrated system.This
paper presents a theoretical model of the photoelectric cell
assembly model, analyzes the basic properties of the solar cell in
the natural ventilation cooling conditions, analyzes the influence
of these parameters on the performance of solar cell, and verify
the correctness of the theoretical model.
Keywords:Battery,Component,Photoelectric Model, Solar
Energy.

radiation 800W/m2, the environment temperature is 20
DEG C, the speed is 1m/s the environmental conditions,
the operating temperature of solar cell.But the application
of the model has limitations, the battery components on
both sides must have the same environmental temperature
and wind speed, the total heat transfer coefficient is
constant, the solar cell operating temperature and ambient
temperature and solar radiation into a linear relationship.
Due to the integration of photovoltaic building, it is
difficult to ensure the same environmental conditions on
both sides of the component, so different scholars have
studied the applicability of this model in the integration of
photovoltaic buildings.

1. Introduction
Solar heating combined with the solar battery components
and solar collector combined cell module as the absorber
collector, and convert solar energy into electricity and heat,
to improve the utilization efficiency of solar energy. The
electric heating combined system removes the heat
generated on the battery assembly through a circulating
fluid, thereby solving the problem that the solar cell
component reduces the photoelectric conversion efficiency
due to the increase of the temperature. The basic
components of the electric heating system include three
parts: collector, electric energy utilization component and
heat energy utilization component. The collector is mainly
divided into two types of water and air. The water
collector is with water as working fluid in the work, from
the structural form, water collector with tube plate
structure. Tube plate structure is closely installed in the
absorber plate tube plate heat collector of the solar cell
module, the connection between the absorber plate and the
pipe by welding or close manner with the water as the
working fluid in the pipe flow in heat collection. Air
collector is a kind of air as working medium. In the
structure of the general use of trench structure, that is,
under the battery components to leave a gap air, or made
into a series of certain width to depth ratio of the gas
channel through the air to collect heat.
NOCT model is a steady-state model of a typical
prediction of solar cell operating temperature, standard
operating temperature of solar cell is a solar cell module in

2. The Theoretical Model of Energy Balance
Analysis
The battery component is divided into three layers, from
top to bottom glass cover plate, solar battery,
backboard.Figure 1 is the theoretical model of the heat
transfer profile, node g, B, C, respectively expressed the
battery pack glass cover, solar cells, backplane.

Fig. 1 The profile of theoretical model
In Figure 2 the system resistance network,variable

Tα , Tgr , Tsky , Tg , Tc , Tb , T f , Two , Twi , Tin denote the
environmental temperature, ground temperature, air
temperature, average temperature, solar cell cover glass
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average temperature, average temperature, ventilation flow
back air temperature, vertical wall surface temperature,
vertical wall surface temperature and indoor temperature.

Fig. 2 The thermal resistance network diagram of
theoretical model
Energy balance of solar cells is as follows
M c Cc

dTc
= GA(1 − α g )(1 − r )α c + H cb A(Tb − Tc ) + H gc A(Tg − Tc ) − Pc
dt

(1)
Heat transfer coefficient between solar cells and backplane
is as follows

 D / 2 Dc / 2 
=
H cb 1/  b
+
(2)

Kc 
 Kb
Photovoltaic conversion efficiency of solar cells is as
follows
ηc =
η0 [1 − 0.0045(Tc − 298)]
(3)
The output power of the solar cell is as follows
Pc = GA(1 − α g )(1 − r )α cηc
(4)

3. Experiment
Weather data and solar cell experimental data measured in
photovoltaic power system test,The experimental data of
the battery are compared with the calculated data in the
same weather condition,Verify the correctness of the
model and solution.The measured results are compared
with the simulation results, as shown in figure 3.
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Table 1: Parameters of simulation
Parameter
Numerical Value
Solar cell absorptivity
0.95

Fig. 3

Comparison of theoretical and experimental
values of solar cell temperature.

4.The Performance Analysis of Battery

Assembly System
Fig.4 is the relationship between battery output power and
battery efficiency, solar radiation.From the figure, with the
advance of time, the efficiency of solar cells due to the
influence of the temperature of the battery, the efficiency
decreased gradually, at about 11 efficiency reaches a
minimum value, but the output power of the battery
components reached the maximum value, which is mainly
due to around 11 solar radiation is maximal, the amount of
solar radiation battery the maximum absorption
component, the amount of radiation into electricity and
battery power, while the lowest efficiency, output power
still reaches the maximum value of a day.

Solar cell emissivity

0.9

Glass
cover
plate
absorption rate
Glass cover emissivity

0.06

Battery
length

component

0.95

Battery
width

subassembly

0.60

0.84

The theoretical model of photovoltaic solar cell module
system is established, and the performance of the system is
simulated and optimized.In the comprehensive simulation
analysis, we draw the following conclusions: solar
radiation, ambient temperature and ambient wind speed
are the main factors affecting the temperature of solar
cells.Under typical sunny weather conditions in summer,
the temperature of the ventilation channel is higher than
the ambient temperature at the highest value. At noon the
highest battery temperature, the lowest efficiency of
battery power generation, the sun's largest battery heat, the
maximum output power of the battery.With the increase of
ambient wind speed,The heat of the battery pack carried
by air is increasing,The battery temperature significantly
decreases, the ambient wind speed increases to a certain
value, and the influence of the wind speed on the battery
temperature decreases.Suitable environment wind speed
has positive effect on solar cell heat dissipation.

5.Conclusions

Fig. 4 Relationship between battery output power and
battery efficiency, component solar heat gain
Solar gain is a component of solar heat gain. Pc is a battery
output power Eff is solar cell efficiency.The Parameters
are shown in Table 1,

In this paper, the theoretical model of PV module for
photovoltaic curtain wall is established, and the
performance of the system is simulated and optimized.n
the comprehensive simulation analysis, we draw the
following conclusions: solar radiation, ambient
temperature and ambient wind speed are the main factors
affecting the temperature of solar cells.Under typical
sunny weather conditions in summer, the maximum
temperature of the ventilation channel is higher than the
ambient temperature.At noon the highest battery
temperature, the lowest efficiency of battery power
generation, the sun's largest battery heat, the maximum
output power of the battery. With the increase of wind
speed, air away the heat of the battery components
increased, decreased significantly the cell temperature,
wind speed increases to a certain value, the increase of
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wind speed decreases continuously to reduce the impact of
the temperature of the battery, the wind cooling
environment suitable for a solar battery can play a positive
effect.
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